


 Enjoy our selection of international Clean Wines, curated by owner and
winemaker Jason Murray, offering our customers a chance to learn more

about CLEAN WINE practices. 
 

*Christina: Gruner Veltliner
Austria: Bright Aromatic White. 

Ask About our Vintage Priority Club 

**Additional Curated Clean Wines are inside our tasting Room**

A Native Austrian grape. Produced 
organically on a multigenerational farm. 

 
 International Curated Clean Wine Selections

$29.00/bottle.........$7.50/glass 
*Bertolino: Catarratto

Italy: Amber/Orange Wine
Catarratto is native to Sicily, produced
in stainless steel, by 2 brothers who

are restoring the family farm.

 *Gomariz: Souson
Spain: Dark Flavorful RED

Souson is indigenous to Spain,
prodced in stainless steel, fruit
forward, smooth and vibrant.

$25.00/bottle.........$6.50/glass $27.00/bottle.........$7.00/glass

RED Selections

* Petit Verdot Library Selection
A full bodied front palette with a clean finish, dark fruit and subtle tannin.

Bordeaux Style Blend of 3 grapes from 3 Virginia vineyards: Cabernet
Sauvignon, Fer Servadou and Petit Verdot.

*2019 Trilogy 

$40.00/bottle.........$10.00/glass

$40.00/bottle.........$10.00/glass

*2019 Late Harvest Tannat
A full bodied red with a touch of sweetness,  balanced tannin

 and dark berry character.
$49.00/bottle.........$12.50/glass

 
*Rocklands: Sparkling

Maryland: Chardonnay Pet Nat
***By the bottle only: Cold here or to go

Made by our friends in Poolesville, Maryland     
$35.00/bottle.........no glass or tasting

Note: Unfiltered Wines are often cloudy

Vintage Priority Club Members Receive Complimentary 
Tastings of any 5 wines.

WHITE Selections

*2019 Chardonnay

$32.00/bottle.........$8.00/glass

Additional tastes--$3.00 eachTaste any 5 wines for $15.00--

Classic Arterra Chardonnay, full
bodied yet fresh.  Steel

fermented, and aged in neutral
oak for 10 months.

*2020 Roussanne
Steel fermented, and aged 5 months
in neutral oak.  Fuller bodied, more
advanced fruit flavors and complex

characteristics. 
$35.00/bottle.........$9.00/glass

*2020 Traminette
 9 days skin contact while fermenting,
then pressed, produced in stainless

Steel.  Vividly floral and crisply
refreshing.  

$32.00/bottle.........$8.00/glass

*2020 Rosé
76% Petit Verdot, 24% Cab Sauv:  
 Produced in Stainless Steel.  Fresh
fruit flavors and an ideal balance of

acidity and full volume.  Crushed and
allowed 24 hours skin contact.

$29.00/bottle.........$7.50/glass

SWEET Selections

*2019 Hawkmoth Reserve
Served in a 1/2 bottle, Blend of Petit Manseng, Chardonnay and

Chenin Blanc: Notes of tropical fruit and honey.
$18.00/bottle.........$9.00/glass

*Blueberry Apple
 Refreshingly balanced with vibrant sweet fresh fruit.

$29.00/bottle.........$7.50/glass

*Apple
A local favorite, with vivid apple character.

$29.00/bottle.........$7.50/glass


